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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

ACBM to Provide Support and Maintenance of the Cetova BI and
Reporting Suite for JDE Users
After news that the Cetova reporting solution might be discontinued, the software will continue
under new ownership.
Berkeley Heights, NJ – February 8 2022: ACBM Solutions founder Larry Furino today
announced that Cetova’s suite of robust reporting tools, including C-FAR, C-QRY, and Execview
are now part of the ACBM Solutions portfolio of products.
Cetova Earned Its Place in the JDE Ecosystem
While other solutions exist for reporting in the JD Edwards ERP ecosystem, Cetova has long
been recognized for ease of use and full-featured capabilities. Users with no IT background can
leverage business logic and language to create dynamic reports that auto-sync with JDE in
real-time for accurate, in-depth reporting across Accounting and Operations.
Users point to features like the drag-and-drop interface, the familiar Excel-like functionality, and
time-saving automation as reasons they rely on the solution. The system requires no knowledge
of SQL to effectively query data and build reports or dashboards. Rich visual reporting around
KPIs and metrics deliver “at-a-glance” analytics while the ability to drill down and back provides
the option to see more supporting data.
ACBM Saw the Value to Customers and Took Action to Help
In 2021, SNP made the difficult decision to shift focus away from the reporting tool and onto
other business and technology initiatives. This left two options. The first option was to sunset
the technology and have customers move to other reporting platforms. A more appealing choice
was to find a trusted technology partner with the experience to bridge the gap, keeping the
software operational and providing strong ongoing support. As a long-time expert in the Oracle
ecosystem for JDE, ACBM Solutions was in the right position to take on the challenge.
Larry explained the decision behind taking ownership of the Cetova product, “I had customers
telling me they didn’t know what they would do without this tool. It’s become a core part of their
business and there’s simply nothing else on the market that does reporting as well for JDE
users. One client told me it would cost them $500k if they had to replace Cetova. It was clear

that someone needed to step in and make sure the JDE community didn’t lose access to this
great software.”
Today, Cetova users can continue to access their report writing software as normal and
updates/upgrades will continue. ACBM is also offering the software to new customers looking to
fix or enhance their reporting capabilities.
About ACBM Solutions
ACBM Solutions helps companies transform opportunities into solutions with the JDE
EnterpriseOne Orchestrator. ACBM Solutions helps clients maximize their investment in JD
Edwards EnterpriseOne by providing training, consulting, and products that fast track their
digital transformation roadmap. The company was started in 2014 after Founder Larry Furino
discovered how the Orchestrator could be used to build real-time IoT integrations. Since then,
ACBM Solutions has become a trusted collaborator helping clients automate business
processes and simplify their data integrations. For more information please visit
https://acbmsolutions.com.

